High Flying Britain
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Sample Itinerary

Touchdown
Private transfer to the amazing
Bedford Aerodrome
Registration & a delicious breakfast
to get your ready!
The Driving commences…..go, go ,go!!
Rotate between 5 vehicles; LMP,
Caterham, Formula 3000, Land Rover
Defender & go karts.
Late afternoon enjoy some lunch
Champagne reception & prize giving
Depart for Portsmouth by private
transfer – relax on the scenic journey
Next up, Rib boats! - blast to the
historic No Man’s Fort for the rest of
the night…
Relax in the Jacuzzis, sip on
champagne, scoff the most amazing
dinner and finish the evening star gazing
over the fire pit whilst toasting
marshmallows
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Off road adventure
Good morning! Enjoy an early breakfast
overlooking the sea
Next adventure…. Rib boat blast on the
waves before heading back to land
Jump onboard a transfer to Gunwharf
Quay, Portsmouth to connect with coach
transfer to Goodwood Aerodrome
Take to the skies like you have never
experienced before

“Freshly Squeezed are incredible,
they arrange everything from where you’re
staying and what you’re doing to having food
and drink whenever and wherever you are . Our
host had a lovely personality. An amazing host.
I would 100% recommend this company to
anyone looking for an amazing incentive
and not having to do a thing.”

Join the party, call 0845 688 4740

Learn to be an Aerobatic pilot….loops,
barrel rolls, twists, steep turns – serious
wow!
Light lunch with real life Stunt Pilots
Enjoy a final glass of bubbles before a
late afternoon transfer back

info@freshlysqueezedevents.com

www.freshlysqueezedevents.com

The Best of Britain
@ email us
Talk to us

0845 688 4740
Boom!
Adrenaline fueled fun is one sure way of creating a serious WOW
factor for any event.
Pushing people out of their comfort zones to great heights or zooming
by at rocket speeds really is something out of the ordinary. Why not
combine both elements along with a hint of luxury for a real crowd
pleaser? You really don’t need to travel far to make some incredible
memories and experience ‘once in a lifetime’ moments!

How much more time do you need before deciding that this is
the rocket fun you need? Get in touch with Freshly Squeezed
Events today and plan your incredible event now!

Freshly Squeezed Events are specialists in
bespoke incentive travel, conferences, events &
meetings. At the heart of FSE is our passion for pushing
the boundaries, creating ‘itineraries of a lifetime’,
tailored just for your group and generating maximum
ROI. Our background in business and luxury travel give
us the insight and the connections to create
something out of this world for you.

Join the party, call 0845 688 4740

info@freshlysqueezedevents.com

